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HASKINS & SELLS
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Non-Odious Comparisons

H E increasing list of firm members, and
the reminiscent mood prompted by the
historical sketches of the newest partners,
moves us to make some observations based
on comparative statistics.
In the March, 1918, BULLETIN, introducing the department for professional

training, we made the following statement:
" A t the time of M r . Haskins' death i n
January, 1903, the copartnership group,
which began in 1895 with M r . Haskins and
M r . Sells, had expanded to include forty
accountants, sixty assistant accountants,
and forty clerks.
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"Today there are two hundred and sixtyeight employes. There are fourteen offices;
thirteen in the United States and one in
London, England. There are ten members of the firm."
A t March 15, 1926, we had nine hundred
and sixty-eight employes. There were
thirty-five offices; thirty-one i n the United
States, and four foreign offices, at London,
Paris, Berlin, and Shanghai. There were
twenty-five members of the firm; now
augmented to twenty-eight.
Thus, comparing nineteen twenty-six
with nineteen eighteen, the number of employes increased 3.6 times; offices 2.5
times; firm members 2.5 times. Also,
there are some parallel statistics which are
interesting. Comparing the same two
years, the gross practice for March i n creased 4.25 times, while for the year to
March 31, the increase was 4.89 times.
The gross practice for the one month of
March, 1926, was approximately 60% of
that for the entire year ended March 31,
1918.
As we said in March, 1918, "growth and
progress are evident." We might add
now—"and they should result in a realization of increased responsibility."
Every engagement has on the other end
of it, so to speak, a client who judges us
by what we do for him. He is not concerned with our problems of organization,
administration, or technique, or the difficulties of geography, time, temperament
and human efficiency. He knows only
that Haskins & Sells, whether in Shanghai,
China, or New Y o r k City, serve him well
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or i l l . The problems of service are ours,
not his.
N o organization of the magnitude which
this organization has attained can succeed
in a profession where personal service is
the principle on which that profession is
founded i f it forgets the principles of personal service. New offices opened in virgin
territory may add to the gross temporarily.
B y fortuitous circumstances, we may go
on growing from year to year. But growth
by design will come only, we venture, by
appreciation of the fact that good work
counts for more than anything else. Good
work in accountancy, we venture further,
is impossible without a sense of realization
that personal attention is the spark that
kindles the good-will on which service to the
public rests.
Good work is a matter of procedure
scientifically conceived, clearly stated, and
thoroughly promulgated; of men carefully
selected and trained; of studying each engagement as to the requirements of the
client; and of intelligent application of the
procedure to each engagement. The machinery for accomplishing good work in a
big organization must be built with all the
foregoing principles in mind, run with a
steady hand, and oiled with human kindness.
The problems of the organization are the
problems of every individual in the organization. With proper realization of this
fact, earnest, intelligent effort and wholehearted co-operation on the part of every
one, the future of the organization well
may be left to the imagination.

